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Abstract. The software development process is an intricate task, with
the growing complexity of software solutions and inflating code-line count
being part of the reason for the fall of software code coherence and
readability thus being one of the causes for software faults and it’s de-
clining quality. Debugging software during development is significantly
less expensive than attempting damage control after the software’s re-
lease. An automated quality-related analysis of developed code, which
includes code analysis and correlation of development data like an ideal
solution. In this paper the ability to predict software faults and soft-
ware quality is scrutinized. Hereby we investigate four models that can
be used to analyze time-based data series for prediction of trends ob-
served in the software development process are investigated. Those mod-
els are Exponential Smoothing, the Holt-Winters Model, Autoregressive
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN). Time-series analysis methods prove a good fit for software re-
lated data prediction. Such methods and tools can lend a helping hand
for Product Owners in their daily decision-making process as related
to e.g. assignment of tasks, time predictions, bugs predictions, time to
release etc. Results of the research are presented.
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1 Introduction and Context

Nowadays, increasing interdependences among software components can be ob-
served in the IT domain. Every industry relying on software solutions is impacted
by software development challenges, and with the domain being a growing one,
it has a fair share of such issues. Some of them include optimization of the
software code development process, minimization of the risk of software failures
(quality assurance, code testing/debugging) and the software solutions security.
Those aspects - to be addressed during the code development - are critical for
businesses, service providers, end customers, and thus for society as a whole.
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A diverse range of interests by different stakeholders is involved in the issues
related to code quality and code development optimization, making it a complex,
intricate, multifaceted issue. Some of those facets include:

– Growing complexity of software solutions in terms of code lines volume soft-
ware solutions become increasingly more sophisticated, with the total num-
ber of code lines inflating several hundred percent with each subsequent
release. Desktop applications, mobile OS or web-based solutions contain mil-
lions of lines of code, with e.g. all Google web services exceeding 2 billion
lines [11]. The abovementioned trend of growing source code volume poses
serious challenges in analysis, processing and reasoning from such data. It
becomes a big data exploration problem, especially in the case of near real-
time analysis and prediction.

– The emerging trend of including software components in IoT assets, microde-
vices, smart home systems, smart city systems, etc. adding to that the spike
in popularity of cloud-based interconnection of assets.

– The software quality dictates the reputation, market position and competi-
tiveness of the product vendors. The estimates state that a software bug can
cause a fall in the product stock price by an average of 4% to 6% (for compa-
nies experiencing multiple software failures). This generates almost 3 billion
dollars of market losses ( QASymphony 2016, [23] ). Moreover, substandard
quality of code impacts the overall cost of the software development, deploy-
ment and maintenance [12]. According to QASymphony data, the process of
debugging software during its design phase costs 4 to 5 times less than that
of fixing bugs after its release.

– The growing cost of software testing and debugging - although the process
of debugging software during its design phase costs significantly less than
fixing bugs after its release, it is still non-trivial task that consumes a signif-
icant part of budgets and companies effort. It might have less of an impact
for bulky companies and software houses. However SMEs and small entities
providing software solutions, often operating on constrained budgets and
finite resources, are becoming increasingly more focused on techniques al-
lowing automation and adequacy of the testing process, to be competitive in
relation to big players on the market [9] . The costs of quality assurance and
testing in IT are growing from each year. Currently, IT organizations spend
approximately 1/3 of their budgets on quality assurance with the trend of
inflating this value to approx. 40% in the next three years [20], [5].

– Raising concerns about the software (or solutions including software compo-
nents) security - software flaws and bugs can impact not only the usability,
functional value and user experience, but also the security of users. This
is due to the fact that bugs in the design or implementation phase can be
exploited by cyber-criminals. According to the article presented by [1] , con-
sequences of cyber attacks cost the British companies about 18 billion per
year in terms of lost revenues.

Based on the above considerations, we state that there is a clear need for
decision makers (project managers, product owners, development team leaders)
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in the software engineering process for an automated quality-related analysis of
developed code. This should include code analysis and correlation of development
data derived from available tools with management-related issues such as effort
allocation, scheduling, workload accumulation and others.

Moreover, we believe that accurate prediction of such indicators can be bene-
ficial in the software development process optimization and can raise the overall
quality of software products and reduce further debugging and maintenance
costs. In reality, one of the typical needs and challenges for product owners in
their daily duties is to plan and predict time estimates for the current and fu-
ture tasks in backlogs. Of course, those decisions depend on predicting other
fundamental aspects like estimated foreseen number of bugs, failed tests as well
as other software related and process metrics.

In the previous work of the H2020 Q-Rapids project consortium ( [22], [10],
[15], [17], [14]), the concept of quality-aware decision making based on key strate-
gic indicators is proposed. The overall goal of the project is to support strategic
decision-making processes by providing strategic indicators in the context of
quality requirements in agile and rapid software development. For the purposes
of the project, a strategic indicator is defined as a specific aspect that a soft-
ware development company has to consider as crucial for the decision making
process during software development. Aspects such as e.g. time-to-market, main-
tenance cost, customer satisfaction, etc. can be considered as strategic indicators
depending on the context. These strategic indicators are built on top of the mea-
surements and factors calculated on the basis of the software development related
data, stored in the management tools such as GitLab or SonarQube.

While in the previous work we focused on the data gathering and processing
it towards quality metrics, indicators and requirements generation [21] [7], we
hereby target the prediction of the software related metrics.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 an overview of time series
methods and models is provided. In Section 3 the sample prediction results are
presented. Conclusions are drawn thereafter.

2 Time Series Analysis

In this paper we investigate four models that can be used to analyze time-based
data series for prediction of trends observed in the software development process,
based on the information obtained from mentioned tools (e.g. GitLab). Those
models are (1) Exponential Smoothing, (2) Holt-Winters Model, (3) Autoregres-
sive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and (4) Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN).

Time series analysis can be defined as the decomposition of a given Xt signal
into a trend Tt, a seasonal component St and the residual component et (an
example is shown if Fig.1).
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Fig. 1. Seasonal decompositioning of signal representing number of open issues in Git-
Lab repository management system.
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Fig. 2. ACF and PACF correlograms
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The simplest way to obtain the trend of a signal is to use linear filter on the
Xt:

Tt =

∞∑
i=−∞

λiXt+i (1)

An example of linear filter is a moving average with equal weights:

Tt =
1

2a+ 1

a∑
i=−a

Xt+i (2)

2.1 Exponential Smoothing

Exponential smoothing is a method for refining time series data using the expo-
nential window function. In contrast to the simple moving average technique, the
forecasting of data trends using exponential smoothing is characterized by ex-
ponentially decreasing weights of past observations, instead of equally weighted
observations. This method is especially beneficial in forecasting time series char-
acterized by a low variation of trend and seasonal changes. Numerous recent
works show the viability of exponential smoothing for prediction purposes. In
the project management area, [3] and [13] propose improvements to well-known
Earned Value Management (EVM) project control methodology and Earned Du-
ration Index (EDI) parameter by enhancing it with exponential smoothing to
predict project progress and calculate project completion time and cost. In both
cases, application of exponential smoothing was easy to incorporate to the tra-
ditional forecasting methodologies, raised their accuracy and reduced errors. For
example, EVM enhanced by this technique led to the production of 14.8% more
accurate time predictions and 25.1% more accurate cost predictions based on
the data from 23 real-life projects examined by [3]. Exponential smoothing has
been also applied to forecast financial/industrial indicators and variable physi-
cal quantities. [29] propose three methods using exponential smoothing to pre-
dict solar irradiance over time, based on historical data. Three variations of the
method were examined: exponential smoothing with seasonal-trend decomposi-
tion, Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) time series decomposition (forecasted
separately into a direct component and a diffuse component and then recom-
bined) and the regression-based reconstruct of GHI through employing expo-
nential smoothing for cloud coverage forecasting. [26] compared several methods
based on exponential smoothing to forecast palm oil production in a given time.
Those were: single ES, double ES (Holt Model), triple ES (Holt-Winters Model),
triple ES additive and multiplicative. Due to the fact that historical data contain
a seasonal component, authors recommend triple exponential smoothing addi-
tive as the suggested method for prediction, in this case, giving a smaller error
value in the forecasted results.

Exponential smoothing predicts the next value of a given time series using
geometric weighted sum of past data samples.

x̂t=r(1) = α · xr + α(1− α) · xr−1 + α(1− α)2 · xr−2 + · · · (3)
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However, the exponential smoothing model should only be used with signals that
have no systematic trend and seasonal components.
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Fig. 3. Original signal X and moving averages a = 2 and a = 5

2.2 Holt-Winters Model

Triple exponential smoothing (called Holt-Winters Model) is an example of a
method appropriate for forecasting data points in a series that are repetitive
over a given period (are seasonal). One of the cases studied in literature and
similar to our work, where the seasonal component can impact the overall pre-
diction of a given phenomenon is in software reliability forecasting, addressed
by [27]. Authors experimented with non-parametric method for prediction of the
number of software bugs in a testing environment, employing the Holt-Winters
model and comparing it to well-known parametric software reliability models.
According to the study, parametric models developed for prediction of software
reliability generally assume that bug detection process is a Markov process or a
non-homogeneous Poisson process, that the fault intensity is proportional to the
number of remaining faults and fault detection rate is constant. Authors have no-
ticed an advantage of non-parametric methods (such as exponential smoothing)
over parametric ones through a decreased volume of historical data and a reduced
computational effort necessary to obtain accurate predictions. Specifically, us-
ing double or triple exponential smoothing (which addresses seasonal variations
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as well) reduces the impact of predicted abnormal data and eliminates the in-
terference. The experimental results show that use of Holt-Winters model pays
off not only in better forecasting than double exponential smoothing and than
traditional, parametric models, but also that it results in extremely accurate pre-
dictions in terms of a precise number of software failures emerging in the future.
Apart from software engineering, numerous publications address the problem of
forecasting of seasonal variations with the use of the Holt-Winters method in do-
mains other than software engineering. For example, [25] uses triple exponential
smoothing to predict cloud resource provisioning to model cloud workload with
multi-seasonal cycles, while some other sources examine Holt-Winters model in
seasonal sales prediction and tourist attendance peaks forecasting.

As described above, the Holt-Winters model can be used in order to deal with
the limitations of the exponential smoothing model. The Holt-Winters model has
three smoothing parameters, namely α (for the constant level value), β (for the
trend), and γ (for seasonal variations).
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Fig. 4. Holt-Winters fitted model (red) for GitLab issues time series (black)

2.3 ARIMA

ARIMA stands for Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average. ARIMA is com-
posed of an autoregressive and a moving average model, where the autoregression
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Fig. 5. Holt-Winters prediction for next 3 days. The gray bars indicate the confidence
levels (95% dark gray and 80% light gray)

model involves regressing the variables based on past values. The model is com-
monly denoted as ARIMA(p,d,q) where parameters p, d, and q are non-negative
integers, which control three main components of the model: (i) the order (the
number of time lags) of the autoregressive model, (ii) the degree of differencing,
and (iii) the order of the moving-average.

It must be noted that ARIMA models are defined for stationary time series.
In order to obtain it, the non-stationary time series has to be differenced until the
non-stationarity is eliminated. The number of differencing iterations corresponds
to the d parameter of the model. In order to chose the other two parameters (p
and q) we must analyze the autocorrelation diagram (ACF) and the partial
autocorrelation diagram (PACF). From the diagram shown in Fig.2, we may
conclude that p will be 0, because ACF function drops below the significance
threshold (dashed line) after lag 0. Similarly, we can estimate the q = 0 value
using the PACF diagram.

Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) is a technique success-
fully applied for the prediction of non-stationary time series in different areas
(e.g. finances or cybersecurity [2]). QoS in a cloud environment is a case for
examination of the ARIMA model for cloud workload prediction purposes [4].
Authors concluded that their model is able to improve the prediction accuracy of
up to 91%, contributing to a better cloud resources allocation with no impact on
the cloud environment performance. ARIMA has also been studied for the pur-
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poses of prediction in software engineering. For example, a comparative analysis
of ARIMA, neural networks and a hybrid technique for Debian bug number pre-
diction can be found in [19], where a model including a combination of ARIMA
an Artificial Neural Networks has been presented as a promising approach to
improve prediction accuracy. On the other hand, [16] shows that hybrid model
based on the Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) and ARIMA outperforms other
models in prediction of software failures during the software testing process.

Furthermore, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) gain traction in the context
of forecasting and prediction based on time series data. A number of publications
describe the use of the RNN for such purposes, including [6] Chang et al. 2014
for flooding water level forecasting, [24] Rout et al. 2017 for financial time series
data prediction (forecasting of stock market indices) or [18] Muller-Navarra et
al. 2015 for sales forecasting using partial recurrent neural networks. RNNs have
some advantages over other methods used for time series prediction, namely:
robustness to noise in a dataset, robustness to the incompleteness of the data,
a better ability to predict from big datasets, a better ability to approximate
non-linear functions and learning temporal dependencies among the data [8].

Fig. 6. Identified correlated facts: backlog size and the cognitive complexity (left),
backlog size and the number of duplicated lines (right).

3 Prediction of software metrics using time series analysis

In our research we have used real data coming from SW development team
working on commercial and research IT products (web applications) from several
projects. The software team consists of up to 10 individuals, and they extensively
use GitLab and SonarQube. According to the procedure described in the previous
publications concerning Q-Rapids approach to data gathering and analysis, we
have created connectors to those software management tools in order to calculate
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metrics, factors and strategic indicators. Hereby, our work facilitates adding the
prediction aspect to help product owners in their daily decision making.

3.1 Predicting Metrics Trends

In our research we have attempted the application of numerous Time Series
prediction methods with regard to software quality and fault prediction. The first
of the discussed methods utilizes simple moving averages. The moving average
is a useful tool that smooths out input signal. The algorithm calculates the
average over a specific period of time. Among others, it helps to eliminate the
noise from the input time series. In principle, a moving average with a short time
frame will react faster to signal changes than a moving average with a longer
time period. Two moving averages (for a time period a=2 and a=5), are shown
in Fig.3. In the presented example we have used a moving average to analyse
a number of issues opened in a repository manager (in our case GitLab). The
common use case of two moving averages is as follows. When the moving average
with a shorter period crosses above the moving average with a longer one it may
indicate that the trend of the observed signal will be rising. For example, we
can see this for June 14 in Fig.3. A more sophisticated approach for time series
analysis is the Holt-Winters model. The method determines the trend of the
data it operates on, and estimates the seasonality of the series. The fitted Holt-
Winters model of GitLab issues time series has been shown in Fig.4. In contrast
to the moving average approach, the Holt-Winters algorithm provides a better fit
for the original data. Moreover, the model also uses a more formal mathematical
tool suit to provide the prediction capabilities. The predictions for the next three
days for the same data have been presented in Fig.5. The procedure constitutes
an approximation with a certain confidence level of a given time series based on
the raw data.

3.2 Forecasting Metrics with ARIMA

In the literature, we can find numerous examples [28] that the Autoregressive In-
tegrated Moving Average often outperforms the Holt-Winters algorithm. There-
fore, forecasting using the ARIMA model has also been attempted in this work.

In general, we have observed that ARIMA seasonal model allowed us to
achieve a higher (than the Holt-Winters algorithm) fitting degree and lower fore-
casting error. For example, in Fig. 6 we have shown, that for a short time frame
prediction, the ARIMA model allowed us to identify that the increasing trend
of number of items in sprint backlog may cause deterioration of the code quality
(increased cognitive complexity and number of duplicated lines). In that case we
have used 3 ARIMA models: one to predict the backlog size, one to predict the
cognitive complexity, and one to predict the number of duplicated lines. Statis-
tically significant correlations have been spotted with auto correlation function
(ACF).
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4 Quantitative Evaluation of Prediction Models

In this section we have formally evaluated different prediction models used to
forecast various projects and software quality metrics. We have used commonly
adapted forecast accuracy metrics, such as RMSE (Root Squared Mean Error),
MAE (Mean Absolute Error), MASE (Mean Absolute Scaled Error), and MAPE
(Mean Absolute Percentage Error). For each metric we define error as forecast
error, which is a deviation eT+h of the forecast ŷT+h from the observation yT+h

within a predefined time lag h:

eT+h = yT+h − ŷT+h (4)

Moreover, here we assume that we split the time series y in to a training set
{y1, · · · , yT } and testing set {yT , yT+1 · · ·}. In our experiments we have evaluated
the prediction effectiveness of following models, namely (described in previous
section) ARIMA and Holt-Winters, and random walk forecast. The effectiveness
results for different scenarios have been reported in Tab.1,2,3.

Table 1. Effectiveness comparison of forecast models (Sprint Backlog Size)

RMSE MAE MASE MAPE

ARIMA 0.448 0.281 9.258 16.830

Random Walk 0.496 0.335 11.267 19.492

Holt-Winters 0.570 0.409 14.669 24.526

In the first experiments we have used different forecasting models to predict
amount of task in a sprint backlog. The results show that the ARIMA model
achieves the lowest error rates. Surprisingly, we may notice that the highest
errors are reported for Holt-Winters prediction model.

Table 2. Effectiveness comparison of forecast models (Tasks in progress)

RMSE MAE MASE MAPE

ARIMA 0.268 0.160 11.339 12.561

Random Walk 0.286 0.215 14.773 17.995

Holt-Winters 0.308 0.235 16.836 19.124

We have identified the similar results also for other metrics, namely the
number of task under development (tasks in progress) and the number of delayed
tasks.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have addressed the problem of the analysis of the software devel-
opment and quality data. Our thesis was that the time-series analysis methods
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Table 3. Effectiveness comparison of forecast models (Delayed tasks)

RMSE MAE MASE MAPE

ARIMA 0.369 0.161 223.958 7.208

Random Walk 0.487 0.251 171.567 13.963

Holt-Winters 0.671 0.461 55.947 24.017

are well suited to the challenge of software related data prediction. Such methods
and tools (e.g. offered by H2020 Q-Rapids Project) can be helpful to Product
Owners in their daily decisions related to e.g. assignment of tasks, time pre-
dictions, bugs predictions, time to release etc. We conducted our experiments
on real case data in order to forecast various project-related characteristics. We
have compared different forecasting tools such as ARIMA, Random Walk, and
Holt-Winters. Our experiments have shown that ARIMA model performs well
on our data. It achieved the lowest prediction errors among compared ones.
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